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MATHEMATICAL RELATIONAL SKILLS AND COUNTING 0–1000
The “Mathematical relational skills and counting 0–1000” material contains 11 teaching sessions
for learning mathematical relational skills, counting sequence skills, and object counting. Particular emphasis is placed on practising different number sequences and strengthening the quantitynumber symbol-number word correspondence, as well as laying a foundation for understanding
the base-10 system and place value system.
The teaching sessions are designed to be held in small groups of 2–6 children. One teaching session lasts approximately 30–45 minutes. Generally, each session consists mainly of active, teacher-directed activity, game-oriented work in pairs or small groups, and written individual practice.
Italicised sentences are suggestions for the teacher’s verbal descriptions of the tasks or guidance
for the children’s work. It is not necessary to use them as written, but rather, they are meant as
illustrating the thinking behind the task for the reader.
Central aims




Listing different counting sequences fluently both forwards and backwards in the number range 0-1000
Strengthening the connection between quantity, number symbol, and number word in
the number range 20-1000
Strengthening shortened counting (the quantities do not always have to be counted oneby-one, grouping is utilised)

Equipment needed for the entire material









approximately 300-500 craft sticks or other small objects (e.g., paper clips)
10 transparent freezer boxes with their lids, or rubber bands
one-metre tape measure, or a number line 0-100
blu-tack
counters
dice
A3 sized piece of cardboard or similar to be used as a screen
dot cards and number cards, game boards, and task sheets (downloadable from the
ThinkMath web site)
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TEACHING SESSIONS
TEACHING SESSION 1

TEACHING SESSION 2

TEACHING SESSION 3

TEACHING SESSION 4

TEACHING SESSION 5

TEACHING SESSION 6

TEACHING SESSION 7

TEACHING SESSION 8

TEACHING SESSION 9

Central content
Tens and a hundred
- the formation of a ten from ten units
- tens and a hundred as a quantity and
as a number symbol
- reciting numbers by tens forwards and
backwards
Tens and a hundred
- the formation of a ten from ten units
- tens and a hundred as a quantity and
as a number symbol
- reciting numbers by tens forwards and
backwards
Comparing tens
- comparing quantities and numbers
with tens
Adding and subtracting ten in the
number range 10-100
- tens and a hundred as quantities and
a number
- adding and subtracting ten

Numbers 10-100
- reciting the number sequence to one
hundred forwards and backwards
- numbers 10-100 as quantities and as
numbers
- Adding or subtracting ten from 20-100
Numbers 10-100
- reciting the number sequence to one
hundred forwards and backwards
- numbers 20-100 with number symbols
- spoken number-number symbol correspondence
Numbers 10-100
- previous and next number in the
number range 10-100

Comparing numbers
- comparing numbers in the number
range 10-100
- arranging numbers by size
Hundreds
- hundreds as quantities and number
symbols
- number word-number symbol correspondence
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Equipment needed
- beanbag or a soft ball
- a good 100 sticks or other small objects
- 10 transparent freezer boxes with lids,
or rubber bands
- Attachments: Number cards 10-90 and
hundred card (black corner)
Worksheet: Tens in boxes
- a cardboard screen to cover the cards
- Attachments: Number cards 10-90 and a
hundred card (black corner), 10-dot-cards,
Build Tens Game
- Worksheet: Tens as dots
- Attachments: 10-dot-cards, Number
cards 10-90 and a hundred card (black
corner), Crocodile and bird
- Worksheet: Comparing tens
- 100 sticks or other small objects
- 10 transparent freezer boxes with lids,
or rubber bands
- cardboard screen for covering the cards
- one-metre tape measure or number line
1-100
- dice and counters
- Attachments: Number cards 10-90 (black
corner), Space Adventure with Tens
Game
Worksheet: Add or subtract ten A
- 100 sticks or other small objects
- 10 transparent freezer boxes with lids,
or rubber bands
- Attachments: 10-dot-cards, dot cards 1-9,
1-9 and 10-90 (black corner), Bug Hunt C
and D
- Worksheet: Add or subtract ten B
- cardboard screen for covering the cards
- Attachments: 10-dot-cards, dot cards 1-9,
Battleship Game A
- Worksheet: Building numbers 1-100

- dice and counters
- Attachments: 10-dot-cards, dot card 1,
Number cards 1-100, Ghosts, Space Adventure 10-100
- Worksheet: Previous and next number
- Attachments: Number cards 1-100
- Worksheet: Compare numbers 1-100

- Attachments: Number cards 1-100, 10dot-cards, 100-dot-cards, Number cards
100-1000 (black corner), Number plates A
and B
- Worksheet: Hundreds and tens
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TEACHING SESSION 10

TEACHING SESSION 11

Number range 0–1000
- numbers by tens in the number range
0-1000
- reciting numbers by tens
- spoken number-number symbol correspondence
Number range 0–1000
- numbers 100-1000 as quantities and
with number symbols
- skip counting in the number range 01000
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- Attachments: Thousand board, Battleship Game B
- Worksheet: Thousand board

- Attachments: Battleship Game B, Dot
cards 1-9, 10-dot-cards, 100-dot-cards,
Number cards 1-1000 (black corner).
Number sequence slips 100-1000
- Attachment: Number sequences
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TEACHING SESSION 1
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


reciting numbers by tens forwards and backwards in the number range 0-100

EQUIPMENT


beanbag or soft ball

TASK PROCEDURE
Now we will recite numbers by tens. Let’s first recite the numbers to a hundred together. At every
ten, we will show ten fingers (make both hand into fists and then show all fingers). 10, 20,…
Next, we will recite numbers so that the one who gets the ball, says the next ten (recite numbers by
10’s from ten to a hundred .
Now, I will start reciting from another number than ten. Listen carefully and continue reciting, when
you get the ball. (E.g., starting number 30, 20, 60, 50.)
Then, recite numbers backwards in the same way.

TASK 1. Tens and a hundred as a quantity and a number
AIMS




the formation of a ten from ten units
tens and a hundred as quantities
tens and a hundred as number symbols

EQUIPMENT



Attachment: number cards 10-90 and a hundred card (black corner)
a good 100 craft sticks or other small objects, 10 transparent freezer boxes with lids, or
egg cartons, or rubber bands
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TASK PROCEDURE
A) In this task, we will practise tens. Put the sticks on the table so that the children can reach them
easily. Here we have sticks and boxes. Count ten sticks in each box and close the lid. When the children have counted ten sticks into each box, put the possible extra objects to one side. (Alternatively, you can make bundles of ten sticks with rubber bands.)
How many objects are there in one box? Let’s mark the number ten on the side of each box. Now we
know that this is a ten-box. Let the children write the numbers on the side of each box. (If you
want to reuse the boxes for other tasks, the numbers can also be written on stickers to be attached on the side of the boxes.)
Do you remember how to recite numbers by tens? Let’s try together all the way to one hundred: 10,
20, 30…100. When we group objects into groups of ten, we can count objects and things in the same
way. In this way, we don’t have to count each object separately. When you count big numbers,
counting one-by-one would take a lot more time. If you make even just the one mistake when counting, you may have to start again from the beginning.
Pile three boxes on top of each other. How many objects are there in these boxes altogether? How
could you count them so that we don’t open the boxes and count the objects one-by-one? (10, 20,
30…) Repeat with different quantities. The counting will quicker still, if the boxes are put in piles
of five. When all ten boxes are in use, tell the children, we don’t say ten tens, it has another name,
does anyone know what it is? (a hundred)

NOTE




Sometimes it is difficult for a child to understand that one ten consists of ten units: in
this case, similar tasks of grouping into tens should be conducted several times – you
can introduce variation to the task by using different equipment (paper clips, making
sticks into bundles, pencils, bricks, etc.)
The grouping tasks act as groundwork for learning the actual decimal system.
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B) Take out the tens-cards and the hundred card and arrange them on the table in order. Here you
see cards with tens, and one card is a hundred. Let’s read them out loud together first. Then cover
the hundred-card for a moment. What similarity is there between the tens? (Each number has two
number symbols, and each number ends with a zero.) How do you recognise the number one hundred? (Three number symbols, a one and two zeros.)
Hand each child a set of tens-cards and a hundred card. Next, one of you can decide, how many
boxes we will put on the table. The others have to look for the card that tells how many objects
there are in the boxes altogether. Always finish by demonstrating the answer to the children: eight
tens/boxes of ten means there are altogether eighty objects in the boxes.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS



correspondence between quantities and the number in number symbols
skip-counting by tens from 0-100

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Tens in boxes

NOTE


Direct the child to utilise grouping into fives when counting: when there are five or
more groups, start counting from fifty (e.g., 50…60, 70…)
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TEACHING SESSION 2
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


reciting numbers by tens forwards and backwards in the number range 0-100

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number cards 10-90 (black corner)

TASK PROCEDURE
Now, we will recite numbers by tens. Let’s first recite the numbers up to a hundred together. 10,
20,…
Next, let’s recite by tens the numbers from a hundred to zero. 100, 90,…
Shuffle the ten-cards and place them on the table face down. Next, you will all have a turn picking
one card. Then, we will recite the numbers from there onwards to a hundred, and then backwards
to zero. (E.g., the number card 40. First recite to a hundred 40, 50, … 100 and after that to zero
40, 30,…0.)

TASK 1. Tens and a hundred in dot cards and as number symbols
AIMS




the formation of one ten from ten units, i.e., individual things
tens and a hundred as quantities
tens and a hundred as written number symbols
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EQUIPMENT





a cardboard screen for covering cards
paper and pencils for keeping count
Attachment: 10 ten-dot cards
Attachment: Number cards 10-90 and a hundred card (black corner)

TASK PROCEDURE
Now we will practise counting quantities with dot cards. Show one 10-dot card. How many dots are
there on this card? (five and five, i.e., ten altogether) Here, you see another card like it. How many
dots are there on these two cards? What is the easiest way to count them? If needed, remind the
children about skip-counting by tens, to avoid counting individual dots. Now, I will put several
cards on the table, but I will first cover them with this piece of cardboard/screen, so that you can’t
see them. Then, I will remove the cardboard/screen and you will see the cards. When I say, GO, you
can all say together how many dots you see. When you reveal the cards, give the children a moment two count the answer, and then say GO. Repeat several times with different quantities.
Remind the children to skip-count by tens, demonstrating it, if needed. It will make counting easier, if you place the cards in groups of ten, so that the quantity 50 is easier to notice as the starting number, from which the children can skip-count forwards by ten. When the quantity has been
discovered, ask the children to find the corresponding number from the ten-cards you placed on
the table.

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Build Tens Game
AIMS


strengthening the number symbol-quantity correspondence
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EQUIPMENT




10 small objects, die and counters
Attachment: Build Tens Game
Attachment: 10 x 10-dot-cards

TASK PROCEDURE
The players place their counters on the square of their choice on the game board. One player rolls
the die and moves according to the count in the direction of their choice. The player says the
number in the square and builds it with dot cards. If the player can build the number correctly,
they get one object, i.e., a point. Next, it is the other player’s turn. The game continues until all
ten objects have been won. The winner is the player with more objects at the end of the game.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS



strengthening the number symbol-quantity correspondence
reciting numbers by tens 0-100

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Tens as dots
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TEACHING SESSION 3
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


strengthening the number symbol-quantity correspondence

EQUIPMENT



pencils and paper for each child (alternatively, you can use the board)
Attachment: 10 x 10-dot cards

TASK PROCEDURE
Each child has a turn building one number 10-100 with the dot cards. The other children are to
write the quantity with number symbols on paper (or the board). Finally, check that everyone has
written the number correctly, and read the number out loud.

TASK 1. Comparing tens
AIMS



comparing quantities with tens
concepts: more, less, as much as

EQUIPMENT




Attachment: 10 x 10-dot card
Attachment: Number cards 10-90 and a hundred card (black corner)
Attachment: Crocodile and bird
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TASK PROCEDURE
Tell a story about a greedy crocodile or a bird – it is always hungry. When the animal is offered
food, it always eats from the side with more food (the bird’s beak and the crocodile’s mouth
open in that direction). Show an example: On this plate, we have twenty fish, and on the other
plate, we have forty fish (show with dot cards). On which plate are there more fish? Because forty is
more than twenty, the crocodile wants to take a bite from the plate with forty fish. Twenty is less
than forty, and so the crocodile doesn't eat from this other plate.
Put different quantities of food on the plates. Ask the children to tell, how many bits of food
there are on the plates. Let one child at a time have a turn to place the bird’s beak or the crocodile’s mouth to open in the direction of more food. Ask the child to tell what the comparison
situation is, e.g., eighty is more than thirty. Write each comparison situation on paper or on the
board in symbols (e.g., 80 > 30).
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WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Crocodile Game or Bird Game
AIMS


comparing quantities and number symbols

EQUIPMENT





pencil and paper for each pair
Attachment: 20 x 10-dot cards
Attachment: 2 x Number cards 10-90 (black corner)
Attachment: Crocodile and bird

TASK PROCEDURE
The ten-cards are shuffled and placed in a deck in front of the players, face down. Both players
have ten dot cards. The players pick ten-cards each and build the numbers with dot cards. The
players say how many bits of food they have built. The bird or the crocodile are placed between
the quantities, the direction of its beak or mouth depending on which player has more food. The
player with more food gets one point. If both players pick the same number, tell them that because there is the same number of bits of food on both plates, the bird or crocodile doesn’t know
which plate to eat from, and so neither child gets a point. The winner is the first player to gather
five points. The players mark each comparison situation with symbols on paper (e.g., 50 < 70).
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INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


comparing quantities and symbols with tens

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Comparing tens
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TEACHING SESSION 4
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


the next and the previous ten

TASK PROCEDURE
Name a ten (e.g., 40). If we start reciting tens starting from this number, what is the next ten? (50)
What about if we start reciting tens backwards starting from this number, what is the previous ten?
(30) Name different tens for the children in turn, and ask them to name the next and the previous
ten.

TASK 1. Hidden quantities – adding and subtracting ten
AIMS



tens and a hundred as quantities
adding and subtracting ten

EQUIPMENT



10 boxes, each with 10 objects (or 10 bundles of 10 sticks, or Attachment: 10 x 10-dot-card)
cardboard screen to cover the boxes or cards

TASK PROCEDURE
The task can be done using either objects or dot cards. Now we will practise counting quantities so
that they are hidden for some of the time. Place the screen on the table between you and the children. Show one box and then hide it behind the screen. How many objects are hidden? Now I will
hide ten objects more. Show the box and then hide it behind the screen. How many objects are
hidden now? When the children have given the answer, lift the screen so the answer can be
checked (10, 20). Continue adding tens up until a hundred, in the same way.
When there are a hundred objects behind the screen, do the same exercise so that you always
take away ten. Lift the screen after each taking-away, so the children can confirm the answer.
Finally, do the same exercise so that the starting number is random (e.g., 30 add 10, 50 subtract
10, 70 add 10, etc.)
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TASK 2. Adding and subtracting ten in a number sequence
AIMS



adding and subtracting ten
moving in a number sequence by tens, starting from the middle of the number sequence

EQUIPMENT



one-metre tape measure or number line 1-100
Attachment: Number cards 10-90 (black corner)

TASK PROCEDURE
Shuffle the number cards and place them on the table, face down. Place on the table also a number line or a one-metre tape measure with the numbers up to a hundred showing. In this task, we
look for numbers on the number line, and add or subtract ten from the number. Let one of the children turn over a ten card (with, e.g., the number 70). What is the number on the card? Show
where we can find this number on the number line/tape measure? If you add ten to this number,
what number do you get to? (show the number 80 on the number line) If you subtract ten from
this number, what number do you get to? (show the number 60 on the number line) Continue with
the task, until all cards have been turned over.

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Space Adventure with Tens Game
AIMS


adding and subtracting ten

EQUIPMENT



a die, counters, small objects
Attachment: Space Adventure with Tens Game
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TASK PROCEDURE
The players take turns rolling the die and moving on the board according to the count. When they
stop in a square, the player first adds and then subtracts ten from the number on it. If both answers are correct, the player wins an object. The game ends when both players reach the end of
the board. The winner is the player who has gathered more objects.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


adding and subtracting ten from a quantity and a number symbol

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Add or subtract ten A
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TEACHING SESSION 5
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


reciting a number sequence up to a hundred and from a hundred to zero

TASK PROCEDURE
The children form a circle. Recite numbers onwards from one so that each child in turn says the
next number. At each ten, the child whose turn it is squats down, jumps, or does a similar, previously agreed action. Recite the number sequence backwards from a hundred to zero, in the same
way.

TASK 1. The numbers 10-100 with objects and number symbols
AIMS



counting the numbers 10-100
quantity-number symbol correspondence

EQUIPMENT





10 boxes with 10 sticks or objects in each, and an additional 9 objects of the same kind as
are in the boxes (or alternatively, the same number of bundles of sticks and loose sticks)
Attachment: 10 x 10-dot card and dot cards 1-9
Attachment: Number cards 1-9 (black corner)
Attachment: Number cards 10-90 (black corner)

Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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TASK PROCEDURE
The task can be done with sticks/objects in boxes or with bundles of sticks.
A) Pile two boxes on top of each other. How many sticks are there in these boxes altogether? Do
you remember, how you could count them so that we don’t open the boxes and count the objects
one-by-one? (skip-counting by tens) So now, there are twenty sticks. Now, I will add individual sticks
next to these boxes, not whole boxes. Put one stick next to the boxes. How many sticks are there
on the table now? Instruct the children to skip-count by tens the sticks in the boxes: 10, 20, and
one more makes twenty-one. Now put three more sticks on the table. How many sticks are there
now? Add two more. How many sticks are there now?
Continue the task by choosing numbers from the number range 10-100.
B) Place on the table the number 47 in dot cards. Take out the number cards 1-9 and 10-90. Here
you see number cards. Next, we need to work out which number cards we can use to show the
number of dots here on the cards. How many dots are there on the cards? Let’s first choose a card
for the tens, in other words, the card with the number 40. (Let one of the children find the correct
card, and place it under the tens.) Next, let’s see how many individual dots there are in addition to
the tens. How many were there? Choose the card with the number seven. (Let one of the children
choose the correct card, and place is next to the individual dots.) Can you see that there are little
triangles on the cards? We’ll place the cards so that the biggest card, or the tens card, is put on the
table first. Then, we’ll put the smaller number card on top of it, so that the triangles go on top of
each other, like this. Now we have made the number 47 with number cards. If we were to write the
number with a pencil or on a computer, we would just write the numbers 4 and 7 after each other.
Next, one of you can decide how many dots to take out. The others have to find the number cards
that tell how many dots there are altogether. Always finish off by demonstrating the answer for
the children, e.g., eight tens and two more, so there are eighty-two dots on the table altogether.
C) Place the number 34 on the table in dot cards. Ask one of the children to express the same
number with number cards. If we add ten to this number, what number do we have then? Demonstrate the matter by adding one 10-dot card and changing the ten card 30  40. Repeat with another number.
Then make another number with the dot cards. If we subtract ten from this number, what number
do we have then? Demonstrate the change with dot cards and ten cards. Repeat with another
number.



NOTE
Take care to emphasise the spoken numbers so that the systematic nature of the
decimal system is underlined, for example, by slowing down saying the numerals,
and adding ”and” between the tens and units (e.g., 53 = fif-ty and three, that is fiftythree).

Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Bug hunt
AIMS


adding and subtracting tens in the number range 20-100

EQUIPMENT



Attachments: Bug hunt C and D
different-coloured pencils

TASK PROCEDURE
One player gets Attachment C, and the other player, Attachment D. The attachments are folded
down the middle so that one side shows the bugs, the other side shows the addition or subtraction facts.
Player 1 gives the first set of addition and subtraction facts for Player 2 to solve. Player 2 says the
answer to the fact. If the answer is correct, they can cross out one bug, which has then been successfully hunted. If the answer is incorrect, the player crosses out nothing. There are eight addition and subtraction facts in each set. If the player gets each answer right, they succeed in hunting all the bugs.
When Player 1 has given the first set of addition and subtraction facts, the players change turns.
Now, Player 2 gives the addition and subtraction facts on their list, for Player 1 to solve.
A second round is played after the first round, and bugs are crossed out with a different-coloured
pencil. The aim is to get at least as good a result as in the first round, or to improve one’s previous result.

Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


adding and subtracting ten in the number range 20-100

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Add or subtract ten B
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TEACHING SESSION 6
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


reciting the number sequence up to a hundred, and from hundred to zero

TASK PROCEDURE
The children form a circle. Recite numbers starting from one so that each child in turn says the
next number. At every ten, all children squat down, jump, or do a similar action as previously
agreed. Recite the number sequence backwards from hundred to zero in the same way.

TASK 1. Numbers 20-100 in number symbols
AIMS



counting quantities 20-100 from dot cards
writing quantities 20-100 with number symbols

EQUIPMENT




a cardboard screen to cover the cards, paper and pencils for keeping score for all children
Attachment: Dot cards 1–9
Attachment: 10 x 10-dot cards

TASK PROCEDURE
Now we will practise writing the quantities we see with number symbols. Show one ten-dot card.
How many dots are there in this card? (five and five, ten altogether) Here you see more cards like it.
(Put three 10-dot cards on the table.) How many dots are there on these three cards altogether?
Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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What is the easiest way for you to count them? If needed, remind the children about skip-counting
by ten, to avoid having to count individual dots. Now, I will put a dot card like this on the table. Put
the dot card six on the table. How many dots are there on it? How many dots on all cards altogether?
How did you count the quantity? If needed, instruct the children to skip-count by ten the ten-dot
cards first, and then to add the quantity on the other dot card. (10, 20, 30, and 6, that is 36.) Show
how the number is written: first we write a number for how many tens we have (3) and then how
many individual dots we had in addition to the tens (6). If there are no dots in addition to the full
tens, write 0, in other words, the number is a full ten.
Now, I will put dot cards behind the screen, and I will show them for a few moments. Mark the quantity you see on the paper in number symbols. Repeat several times with different quantities. Remind the children to skip-count by ten, and if needed, demonstrate the skip-counting. Counting
is made easier if you place the cards in groups of five so that the quantity 50 is easier to recognise,
and then to continue skip-counting by ten from there. Check after each quantity that all children
have marked the number correctly in number symbols.

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Battleship Game
AIMS


spoken number-number in number symbols correspondence

EQUIPMENT



Attachment: Battleship Game A
pencils for keeping score

TASK PROCEDURE
Both players have a game board. They mark their own ten ships on the upper grid so that the
other player doesn’t see them:
Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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1 aircraft carrier = 4 squares, horizontal or vertical,
2 cruise ships = 3 squares, horizontal or vertical,
3 fighter ships = 2 squares, horizontal or vertical, and
4 submarines = 1 square.
The ships are not allowed to touch each other, not even by their corners, so there is always to be
at least one empty square around a ship.
After this, the players take turns trying to hit the other players ship by saying a number from the
hundred-grid. E.g., Player A says, “47”. If there is a part of one of Player B’s ship in the square in
question, Player B says, “hit”. If there is a submarine in the square, Player B says, “sunk”. Player A
marks the hits and misses in the lower grid on the game board. When the player manages to sink
a ship, they can cross out all the squares touching the ship, because another ship can not be
there. The players take turns at asking each other numbers.
The winner is the player who first sinks all of the other player’s ships.



EASIER VERSION OF THE GAME
In the easier version, each child marks their ships on their game board. Only the
teacher tries to sink the ships. When the teacher says, e.g., 5, all children look at their
game boards and mark possible hits. You can play so that everyone can say when
one of their ships sink. The teacher marks on their game board the numbers they’ve
said.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS



forming the numbers 20-100 with tens and units
writing the numbers 20-100 in number symbols

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Building numbers 1-100

Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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TEACHING SESSION 7
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


previous and next number from full tens

EQUIPMENT




Attachment: 10 x 10-dot cards
Attachment: Dot cards 1-9
Attachments: Number cards 1-100 (only the full tens 10-90)

TASK PROCEDURE
Place a number card on the table (e.g., 40). What is the number on the card? Ask one of the children to build the quantity in dot cards. What is the previous number to 40?/What number comes
right before number 40? Demonstrate by covering one dot on the dot cards, so that 39 dots remain showing. You can also say that when one is subtracted from 40, you get the previous number. What is the next number after 40? Demonstrate by adding dot card 1, so that there are 41 dots
to be seen.
Repeat with a few numbers. After this, ask each child in turn the previous and next number of an
even ten. If needed, demonstrate with dot cards.

Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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TASK 1. Ghost Game
AIMS


previous and next number from the numbers 10-100

EQUIPMENT




Attachment: Number cards 1-100, from which use all full tens and an additional 30-40 other cards
Attachment: Ghosts
blu-tack

TASK PROCEDURE
Before the game, attach a picture of a ghost on 3–4 number cards, so that the children don’t
know the number of ghosts. The number cards are shuffled and placed on the table, face down.
The children take turns turning over cards from the deck. When it is their turn, the child can turn
over as many cards as they dare to. When they have turned over a card, the child says the previous and next number of the number on the card (e.g., the card is number 50, the child says the
numbers 49 and 51). After this they can decide whether they want to continue turning over cards.
If a ghost comes up, the child loses all the cards they collected during that turn to the ghost.
These cards and the ghost card are put to one side in a deck. If the child decides to stop, they get
to keep the number cards and all cards collected during that turn are safe from the ghost, and
cannot be lost in the next turns. The game is over when all number cards have been turned over.
The winner is the player with most cards at the end of the game.

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Space Adventure 10-100
AIMS


previous and next number from a full ten
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EQUIPMENT



die, counters, small objects
Attachment: Space Adventure 10-100 Game

TASK PROCEDURE
The players take turns rolling the die and moving along the board according to the count. When
they stop in a square they say the previous and next number of the number on it. If both answers
are correct, the player wins an object. The task of the other player is to ensure the task has been
correctly solved. The game is over when both players reach the end. The winner is the player who
has collected the most objects during the game.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


previous and next number from a full ten

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Previous and next number
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TEACHING SESSION 8
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


previous and next number

EQUIPMENT



Attachment: Number cards 1-100 (only the full tens 10-90)
pencil and paper for keeping score

TASK PROCEDURE
Place the cards on the table in a deck. Turn over one card. Ask the children to say the number out
loud. The task of the children is to write in the same number on their paper. After this, they write
on their paper, in number symbols, the previous number to the left of the number, and the next
number to the right of the number (e.g., 39, 40, 41). Go through every answer together. If needed, demonstrate the numbers using dot cards, or show the answers from, for example, the hundred board. Repeat with a few numbers.

TASK 1. Comparing numbers 1
AIMS


Comparing numbers 10-100

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number cards 1-100
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TASK PROCEDURE
Show two numbers with different tens, e.g., 39 and 52. Which of these numbers is bigger? How did
you figure that out? If needed, tell the children that when the numbers consist of equally many
numerals (in this case, two), first check which number has more tens. You can also demonstrate
the numbers with dot cards, and check them from, for example, the hundred board or the number line. Sometimes a child may think the number with 9 units to be bigger, even if there were
less tens than in the number it was compared to.
Do comparisons with e.g., the numbers: 42 and 47, 59 and 70, 33 and 28, 86 and 79, 89 and 90.

TASK 2. Comparing numbers 2
AIMS


Comparing numbers 10-100

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number cards 1-100; separate the cards with the full tens 30, 40, 60, 70 and
80
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TASK PROCEDURE
Place on the table one of the cards 40, 60, or 80. Place the other cards on the table in a deck, face
down. Decide, whether you will play a smaller-than or bigger-than game (in the example case,
bigger-than). Each child gets to turn over a card from the deck. Before turning over the card, they
must guess whether the number is bigger than the number on the table. For example, the number on the table is 40. The child guesses that the number on the card they will turn is going to be
bigger than 40. The child turns over the card with the number 56. The number is bigger, as the
child guessed, so the child gets to keep the card. If the card had been a number smaller than 40,
the child would not get to keep the card, and the card would be placed to one side. Play so that
each child gets to turn over e.g., five cards. At the end, count who had the most correct guesses.
For each round, change the full-ten card on the table to which you compare the cards turned
over.

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Numbers in order
AIMS


placing numbers in order from smallest to largest or from largest to smallest

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number cards 1-100

TASK PROCEDURE
Give each pair five number cards at random. The task for the pair is to put the numbers in order
either from smallest to biggest, or from biggest to smallest, as agreed beforehand. First demonstrate one series of five cards for all children together. First, find, e.g., the smallest card of the
five (compare first the tens, then the units), then the smallest of the remaining for, etc. Finally,
check the number sequence formed, and recite the numbers in order from smallest to biggest (or
from biggest to smallest).
Let each pair arrange, e.g., three series of cards into the right order.
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INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


Comparing numbers in the number range 1-100

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Compare numbers 1-100
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TEACHING SESSION 9
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS



number with number symbols-spoken number correspondence
arranging numbers in order from smallest to biggest or from biggest to smallest

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number cards 1-100

TASK PROCEDURE
Take five number cards at random. Show them to the children one at a time. The children name
the number on the card. When all five cards have been named, arrange the number cards into
order from smallest to largest (or largest to smallest) on the table. Ask the children to explain
how they work out which number belongs where in the number sequence.
Repeat with different series.

TASK 1. Hundreds with dot cards and as numbers
AIMS


hundreds as quantities and in number symbols

EQUIPMENT





Attachment: 10 x 10-dot-cards
Attachment: 10 x hundred-dot-card
Attachment: Number cards 100-900 (black corner)
Attachment: Thousand card (black corner)
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TASK PROCEDURE
In the next tasks, we will practise numbers that are bigger than a hundred.
A) Place a ten-dot-card on the table. How many dots are there on this card? (10) I will now put ten
of these cards on the table. How could we find out how many dots are there on all the cards together, without having to count each dot one-by-one? Let’s count together: 10, 20,…100. Here I have a
hundred-dot-card, which has a hundred dots. It’s like the ten-dot-cards would have been placed one
below the other. You can place the ten-dot-cards next to the hundred-dot-card in the same fashion, to demonstrate the correspondence of ten ten-dot-cards and one hundred-dot-card.
Place another hundred-dot-card on the table. How many dots are there on the cards now, when we
have a hundred and a hundred? (”two hundreds”, i.e., two hundred). If I place one hundred-dotcard more here, how many dots do we have now? (300). If we add one more hundred (place another hundred-dot-card on the table), how many hundred are there then altogether? Continue up to a
thousand. How many hundreds are there in one thousand? (10, you can count the number of hundred-dot-cards.)
B) Take out the hundred cards (100-900) and a thousand card, and place them on the table in
numerical order. Here, you see cards with hundreds, and one of the cards is a thousand. Let’s read
them together, first forwards and then backwards. Then, cover the thousand card for a moment.
How do you think the hundreds are alike with each other? (Each number has three numerals, and
the last two numerals are zeros.) How do you recognise the number one thousand? (Four numerals:
a one and three zeros.) Take out a pile of hundred-dot-cards. Next, one of you can decide how
many hundred-dot-cards you will put on the table. The task of the others is to find the card that tells
how many dots there are altogether. For example, three hundred-dot-cards are placed on the table, and the children must find the number 300. At the end, always demonstrate the answer for
the children: three hundreds, that means three hundred altogether.

TASK 2. Hundreds and tens in dot cards and number symbols
AIMS


hundreds and tens in quantities and with number symbols
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EQUIPMENT




Attachment: 10 x 10-dot-cards
Attachment: 10 x hundred-dot-cards
Attachment: Number cards 10-90, 100-900 and one thousand (black corner)

TASK PROCEDURE
In this task, we will practise numbers that are bigger than a hundred. Now, we will also add tens to
the hundreds.
A) Place a hundred-dot-card on the table. How many dots are there on this card? (100) I will now
put on the table also a dot card like this one. Put a ten-dot-card on the table. How many dots are
there on it? How many dots are there on the cards altogether? (A hundred and a ten make one hundred and ten altogether.) Now, I will place another ten. How many dots are there on the cards altogether now? (A hundred and two tens make one hundred and twenty altogether.) Continue adding
tens up to two hundred. When in addition to the hundred, there are ten tens on the table,
change the tens for one hundred. How many dots have we now altogether? (200) From here, we
can continue adding tens in the same way. Keep adding tens up until three hundred so that the
children always say the quantity formed straightaway. Continue in this way at least until four
hundred, so the children start to form an impression of the systematic way numbers are constructed.
B) Next, spread out the hundred cards and ten cards on the table. Now, I will make a number on
the table with dot cards. After this, we will form the number with these hundred cards and ten cards,
so we learn how to write the numbers. Make the number 230 on the table with dot cards. How
many dots are there on the cards altogether? In the number two hundred and thirty, we first say
two hundred, so we will first take the hundred card with the number two hundred on it. Place the
number card 200 on the table. After two hundred, we say thirty. So, we will find the card with the
number thirty on it. Now we have the two hundred card and the thirty card. We will put the cards
on top of each other so that the little triangles go on top of each other: the hundred card goes on
the bottom, and the ten card on top. This is how we get the number two hundred and thirty. If we
were to write this number with a pencil or type it on a computer, we would just write the numbers 2,
3, and 0 after each other.
Repeat with different quantities.
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WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Number plates
AIMS


number word -number with number symbols correspondence

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number plates A and B

TASK PROCEDURE
Work through Attachment A first, and then B. One child of the pair gets the attachment that has
the numbers missing from the number plates. The other child gets the attachment where the
numbers are visible. This child tells the other child the letters on the number plate of one of the
cars, so the other child knows which car is in question. After this, the child reads the number after
the letters, e.g., 280 two hundred and eighty (not two eight zero), which the other child must
then write on the attachment. When all number plates have been completed, the pair checks the
answers. After this, they change turns and work through Attachment B in the same way.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS



Arranging hundreds in numerical order
Constructing numbers (hundreds and tens)
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EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Hundreds and tens
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TEACHING SESSION 10
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


reciting numbers by tens from 10-1000

TASK PROCEDURE
The children stand in a circle. Recite numbers by tens forwards, from ten to a thousand, taking
turns. When you hit a hundred, everyone squats down/jumps/does a similar action, as agreed
beforehand. After this, recite the numbers by tens backwards, from a thousand to zero, again
squatting/jumping or similar.

TEHTÄVÄ 1. Thousand board
AIMS


adding the missing number in the thousand board

EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Thousand board (enlarged to A3 size)

TASK PROCEDURE
Show the thousand board so that all children can see it well. There are numbers missing from the
board. Let each child in turn choose a number they will come and write in one of the gaps, to fill
in the board. The child names the number and also says which number is smaller or larger by ten
than the number they have chosen.
Mathematical relational skills and counting 0-1000
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Pay particular attention to the occasions when you cross over into another hundred.
When the thousand board has been filled in, examine the numbers on it together. E.g., by how
much do the numbers increase/decrease, when you move one square to the right/left? Does this
happen on every line? How much bigger/smaller do the numbers get, when you move one square
up/down in a column? Does this happen in every column?

WORKING IN PAIRS
TASK 1. Battleship Game
AIMS


spoken number-number with number symbols (10-1000)

EQUIPMENT



Attachment: Battleship Game B
pencils for keeping score

TASK PROCEDURE
Both players have a game board. They mark their own ten ships on the upper grid so that the
other player doesn’t see them:
1 aircraft carrier = 4 squares, horizontal or vertical,
2 cruise ships = 3 squares, horizontal or vertical,
3 fighter ships = 2 squares, horizontal or vertical, and
4 submarines = 1 square.
The ships are not allowed to touch each other, not even by their corners, so there is always to be
at least one empty square around a ship.
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After this, the players take turns trying to hit the other player’s ship by saying a number on the
thousand-grid. E.g., Player A says, “140”. If a part of Player B’s ship is in the square in question,
Player B says, “hit”. If there is a submarine in the square, or a whole ship sinks, Player B says,
“sunk”. Player A marks hits by colouring the square, and misses by crossing out the square, in the
lower grid on the game board. When a player manages to sink a ship, they can cross out all the
squares touching the ship, because another ship cannot be there. The players take turns at asking
each other numbers.
The winner is the player who first sinks all of the other player’s ships.



EASIER VERSION OF THE GAME
In the easier version, each child marks their ships on their game board. Only the
teacher tries to sink the children’s ships. When the teacher says, e.g., 500, all children look at their game boards and mark possible hits. You can play so that everyone can say when one of their ships sink. The teacher marks on their game board the
numbers they’ve said.



INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


filling in the missing number in the thousand board

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Thousand board
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TEACHING SESSION 11
TEACHER-DIRECTED WORK
WARM-UP TASK
AIMS


spoken number-number with number symbols correspondence (10-1000)

EQUIPMENT




Attachment: Battleship Game B (photocopied into an enlarged A3 size)
a counter to cover one square
paper and pencils for keeping score

TASK PROCEDURE
Use only the other thousand-grid on the game board. Place a counter on one of the squares, so
the number on the square is covered. Do this so the children don’t see which number you covered. The children’s task is to write on the paper the covered number, in number symbols. Check
the covered number by saying what it is, and looking to see that everyone has written the number correctly. Each child gets a turn covering a number on the thousand-grid.

TASK 1. The numbers 100-1000 with dot cards and number symbols
AIMS


the numbers 100-1000 as quantities and written with number symbols

EQUIPMENT



Attachment: Dot cards 1-9
Attachment: 10 x 10-dot-cards
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Attachment: 10 x hundred-dot-cards
Attachment: Number cards 1-1000 (black corner, number cards 1-9, ten-cards, hundredcards, and thousand card)

TASK PROCEDURE
In this task, we practise numbers that are bigger than hundred but smaller than or as big as a thousand.
Place two hundred-dot-cards on the table. How many dots are there on this card? (200) I will now
also put these dot cards on the table. Put three ten-dot-cards on the table. How many dots are
there on these altogether? (30) How many dots on all cards, altogether? (Two hundred and thirty.)
Now, I will add one more card (7). How many dots are there on it? How many dots are there on all
cards now, altogether? (Two hundred and thirty and seven makes two hundred and thirty-seven
altogether.)
Next, spread on the table the number cards 1-9 and the ten-cards and hundred-cards. In the number two hundred and thirty-seven, we first say two hundred, so first we get the hundred-card with
the number two hundred on it. Place on the table the card 200. After two hundred, we say thirty.
So let’s take the ten-card with thirty on it. We’ll put it on top of the hundred-card so that the little
triangles are on top of each other. In the end, we say seven, so let’s take the card with seven on it.
We’ll put it on top of the other cards so that the little triangles are on top of each other. This is how
we make the number two hundred and thirty-seven.
Form different numbers with the number cards, and let the children have turns picking the cards.
Also use numbers that have no tens or units, or numbers where the tens and units form -teens
(e.g., 408, 720, 512).

TASK 2. Number sequences 100-1000
AIMS



realising the systematic nature of numbers in a number sequence
reciting the numbers 100-1000 by ones, twos, and fives
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EQUIPMENT


Attachment: Number sequence slips 100-1000

TASK PROCEDURE
In this task, we think about how different number sequences are formed. Here, you see two numbers you already know (slip A: 130 and 140). What are they? What numbers belong here between
these two numbers? When the children say them, write all numbers 131-139 above or below the
line. What number lies halfway between the numbers 130 and 140? (circle 135).
On this slip, you see the same numbers (slip B). What numbers shall we write between these numbers, if we recite numbers skip-counting by twos, starting from number 130? When the children say
them, write the numbers 132, 134, 136, 138 above or below the line.
Repeat the same with slips C and D (700-710), E and F (990-1000), G (665-675, by ones), H (595605, by ones), and slip I (800-900, only by fives).

INDIVIDUAL WORK
AIMS


number sequences in the number range 100-1000

EQUIPMENT


Worksheet: Number sequences
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